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Abstract— Social network websites like Twitter, Facebook and Linkedin are very popular among Internet users.
Billions of users have their account on these websites and use this medium to express themselves, comment on
products, services, news and other events and form enormous graphs. Analyzing and understanding these graphs is
important to sense the user’s views and responses about products and services offered by different companies to get
real time feedback. This paper presents different methods used to fetch data from Twitter for analysis. We used OAuth
and APIs for crawling Twitter.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet is rapidly evolving and impacting our lives. By 2015 the number of Internet users had already touched 3
Billion [1]. Recent developments like wifi, 3G and 4G mobiles, fiber optic and satellite connectivity; decreasing Internet
access cost and location independence are adding millions of Internet users every year. Users stay connected at homes, in
offices and also during traveling. They post Exabytes of data daily using their mobiles and tablets. Much of the traffic has
been due to social network websites.
Online social media has come into existence as a means of information dissemination where people create their own
content, share their views, pictures and videos with other users [2]. The most common social network websites include
Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Flicker, YouTube and Instagram. There is a very large amount of data on these social
networking websites generated by the users. These websites allow users to keep track of huge collections of posts posted
by hundreds of their friends or other users [3]. Users can create their own social circles (or lists) for filtering content or
applying privacy constraints. In addition to text posts, users can upload and share pictures and videos, repost or share the
content of other users or comment on the content of others.
Social networking websites are finding a great place in business [4]. Billions of users today communicate through
laptops, desktops and mobiles using email, blogs, discussion forums and social network websites. A huge, complex and
lively network of relations evolving using these technologies is of great importance to individuals and corporations.
People often read reviews posted by connected friends or other user’s reviews about a product or service and rely on
them before buying them. Most of the companies have their pages on Facebook or are being talked about on Twitter or
other websites. It helps them track customer behavior on real time and also advertisement of their new services and
products at lesser costs compared to the conventional methods. Products like movies, songs, sports events create a buzz
among the general public weeks or months before the release and this can be sensed through social network responses
about them.
II. TWITTER
Among social network website, Twitter is one of the most popular. We selected Twitter for crawling user responses as
it has a large number of registered users and an enormous amount of their content and also that Twitter provides
restricted access to data (tweets) to the general public via APIs. We studied various methods to crawl Twitter data and
listed the outline of these methods.
Twitter users generate tweets of the order of 400 million per day [5]. Some of these tweets are accessible to the general
public through APIs working with authentication requests. Authentication requests coupled APIs are based on the Open
Authentication (OAuth) standard, which Twitter uses to provide access to information [6]. It provides a three way
handshake securing user passwords from being shared with third parties.
III. NODEXL BASIC
Nodexl Basic is an open source, freeware template for Microsoft Excel for network analysis [7]. Nodexl provides a
GUI menu to fetch data from social networks like Twitter, Facebook, YouTube and Flickr etc. Nodexl fetches
information from social networks to be used as an input for generating network graphs of relationships. This information
is fetched into multiple worksheets in the Excel template. Edges of graph in network relationships are stored as an edgelist containing all vertex pairs that are connected in the network. Other worksheets contain information about each vertex
representing the nodes and the evolved clusters. The visualization feature of Nodexl allows users to render network graph
representations and link attributes to visual properties like location, size, shape, color and transparency.
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Nodexl allows calculating graph parameters like vertex in degree, vertex out degree, betweenness, closeness
centrality, eigenvector centrality, edge reciprocation, page rank and clustering coefficient. Nodexl also allows to change
the color, opacity, edge width, visibility, vertex shape and vertex size in the graph. When any node of the graph is clicked,
its corresponding spreadsheet values get highlighted helping the user to get more information and understanding about
the node and its neighbours. Following table lists different overall metrics that get inserted into the Overall Metrics
worksheet:
Table I Nodexl Overall Metrics Worksheet
Graph type
Directed or undirected
Vertices
The Number of vertices in the graph
Unique Edges
The number of edges that do not have duplicates.
Edges with Duplicates
The number of edges that do not have duplicates.
Total Edges
The number of edges in the graph
Self Loops
The number of edges that connect a vertex to
itself.
Reciprocated Vertex
The number of vertex pairs that have edges in
Pair Ratio
both directions divided by the number of vertex
pairs that are connected by any edge.
Reciprocated Edge
The number of edges that are reciprocated
Ratio
divided by the total number of edges.
Connected Components The number of connected components in the
graph
Single-Vertex
The number of connected components that have
Connected Components only one vertex.
Maximum Vertices in a
The number of vertices in the connected
Connected Component
component that has the most vertices.
Maximum Edges in a
The number of edges in the connected
Connected Component
component that has the most edges.
Maximum Geodesic
The maximum geodesic distance among all
Distance (Diameter)
vertex pairs, where geodesic distance is the
distance between two vertices along the shortest
path between them.
Average Geodesic
The average geodesic distance among all vertex
Distance
pairs, where geodesic distance is the distance
between two vertices along the shortest path
between them.
Graph Density
This is a ratio that compares the number of edges
in the graph with the maximum number of edges
the graph would have if all the vertices were
connected to each other.
Modularity
When the graph has groups, this is a measure of
the "quality" of the grouping. Graphs with high
modularity have dense connections among the
vertices within the same group, but sparse
connections between vertices in different groups.
We used Nodexl to fetch tweets for Freecharge, a popular Indian website/ smartphone app for online set top box and
mobile recharge and got the following graph metrics:
Table 2 Freecharge Graph Metric Values
Graph Metric
Value
Graph Type
Vertices
Unique Edges
Edges With Duplicates
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Total Edges
1113
Self-Loops
193
Reciprocated Vertex Pair Ratio
0.020864
Reciprocated Edge Ratio
0.040876
Connected Components
156
Single-Vertex Connected Components
131
Maximum Vertices in a Connected Component
370
Maximum Edges in a Connected Component
902
Maximum Geodesic Distance (Diameter)
6
Average Geodesic Distance
2.661366
Graph Density
0.002173
Modularity
Not Applicable
NodeXL Version
1.0.1.350
In addition to all these metrics, Nodexl can fetch tweets about a particular hashtag, twitter IDs as vertices,
relationship (replies to, mentions or tweet), relationship date (UTC), URLs in tweet, domains in tweet, Twitter page for
tweet and tweet ID. Nodexl has very powerful virtualization features to generate graphs, choose shapes for vertices, color
option for edges and also user profile picture can be fetched for vertices.

Fig 1. Nodexl Graph generated for #freecharge tweets
Fig 1 shows the graph for #freecharge related tweets from Twitter. This graph can be subgrouped into subgraph for
finer analysis of smaller communities.
IV. R PROGRAMMING & SOFTWARE SUITE
R is an open source programming language cum software suite for data computation, manipulation and visualization
by R Foundation for Statistical Computing [8]. The R environment consists of numerous classical and modern statistical
techniques implemented in it. Some of these are already embedded into the R environment while others can be installed
as packages from CRAN websites or any other compatible source. Some of the packages have dependencies on other
packages so one needs to install a set of packages for a particular functionality.
R is a case sensitive expression language with a simple syntax. Elementary commands are either expressions or
assignments. If an expression is executed as a command, it is evaluated and printed and the resultant value is not saved.
An assignment also performs the same for an expression, saves the value to a variable but does not print the result
automatically. R has both a command line console and a rich graphical environment. Commands are executed onto the
console and the graphical output if required can be viewed in the graphical interface. For fetching tweets from Twitter,
we need to include “twitteR”, and “ROAuth” packages by using the following commands:
install.packages("twitteR")
install.packages("ROAuth")
library("twitteR")
library("ROAuth")
You may get a prompt to get “cacert.pem” file. This file can be downloaded from the specified URL and stor
stored in the working directory. Now you need to enter the consumerKey and consumerSecret which is unique
for each user connecting to Twitter through the API. On the completion of the handshake, it will direct the user
to a hyperlink in the console window. Navigate to the link to authorize the app by clicking on “Authorize App”.
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Fig 2: Twitter APP authorization
We can create an R script using the filterStream function of the streamR package. This function takes the following
parameters [9] [10]:

Parameter
file.name
track
follow

locations
language
timeout
tweets
oauth
verbose

Table III R filestream & streamR PARAMETERS
Description
Filename where tweets will be saved
A string containing keywords to be tracked
Twitter user IDs if one wants to only track tweets of
specific twitter users.
A vector containing latitude and longitude pairs
specifying a set of bounding boxes to filter
incoming tweets.
A list of BCP 47 language identifiers.
Time in seconds, the max length of time to connect
to the stream
Number of tweets to be collected
Object where one specifies oauth setup
(my_oauth).
Can be TRUE or FALSE, generates output to the R
console with information about the capturing
process.

All the tweets within the Twitter rate limit will be saved in a file which can be used in R or any other tool to be
analyzed statistically and graphically using R or any other software tool.
V. GOOOGLE SPREADSHEETS AND BLOCKSPRING
Google Spreadsheets is a part of the very popular free and web based office suite by Google [11]. Google office suite
is available both as a web app and offline app for Chrome and is tightly integrated with Google Drive. The files created
are saved on Google Drive and can also be remotely accessed. The Google Sheets API v3 supports developing client
applications to read and modify worksheets and data in Google Sheets [12].
One needs to login into chrome with Google ID, go to Google spreadsheets and create a new spreadsheet. Authorize
your Google account to connect to Twitter. Create a search rule and specify the search criteria. The basic version of
spreadsheet allows creation and execution of only one rule at a time. User can select from multiple search criteria
available for search rule.
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Fig 3 Google spreadsheet search rule creation
One of the best features of this tool is that it keeps on fetching tweets within the Twitter rate limit in the background
even if the PC is shut down. If the user has existing spreadsheets in the linked Google Drive, Google Spreadsheet’s
import data feature can import data from these spreadsheets for analysis.

Fig 4 Google spreadsheet for #paytm tweets
The data in Google Spreadsheet can be accessed via Google Credentials on any system and can be used for further
analysis through addons like Blockspring or exported to desktop data analysis applications
Blockspring is a Google Sheets template used to connect the spreadsheets to the Internet [13]. It has more than 1000
functions that can be run from Google Sheets. Blockspring can run algorithms, automate tweets and emails, visualize
data and call APIs. Blockspring is available as an add-on for chrome. When data is fetched into a spreadsheet, a GUI can
be used to activate Blockspring and choose one of the numerous functions for analysis. Below are graphical outputs of
two of the functions for data analysis to compute “number of followers” and “count of app” related to the search criteria.

Fig 5. Blockspring data visualizations for Followers
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Fig 6. Blockspring data visualizations for Count of App
VI. CONCLUSION
There are many methods and tools available on the Internet to fetch tweets from Twitter within the prescribed rate
limit. One can use these methods to fetch tweets about a particular hashtag (#) into a spreadsheet for analysis. The graphs
generated through this data give in depth knowledge about the Twitter user, date and time of tweet and his connected
users who have something in common with the user. This community can be selected as a target for futures predictions,
reviews, feedbacks etc to generate valuable information for research and business promotion.
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